## Summer Uniform

**Girls Uniform**
- **Dress**: Blue and white check dress (sizes 4–8)  
  - $55.00
- **Dress**: Blue and white check dress (sizes 10–16)  
  - $60.00
- **Sandals or Shoes**: Brown (leather)  
  - *
- **Socks**: Navy and sky blue stripes  
  - $7.00

**Prices**

**WINTER UNIFORM**
- **Tunic**: Blue tartan dress (size 6–10)  
  - $60.00
- **Tunic**: Blue tartan dress (size 12–18)  
  - $68.00
- **Shirt**: Sky blue, long or short sleeved may be worn  
  - $18.00
- **Tie**: Tartan tie to match pinafore (Year 3-7)  
  - $15.00
- **Jumper**: Navy blue with school name (size 6–8)  
  - $55.00
- **Jumper**: Navy blue with school name (size 10–18)  
  - $60.00
- **Socks or Tights**: Navy  
  - $7.00
- **Shoes**: Black (NO BOOTS)  
  - *

**Boys Uniform**
- **Shirt**: Sky Blue short sleeve shirt with crest  
  - $18.00
- **Shorts**: Navy blue shorts  
  - $30.00
- **Sandals or Shoes**: Brown (leather)  
  - *
- **Socks**: Navy and sky blue stripes  
  - $7.00

**Prices**

**SPORTS UNIFORM**
- **Sport Shirt**: Sky blue polo shirt with school crest  
  - $20.00
- **Shorts**: Navy blue rugby knit shorts with school name  
  - $16.00
- **Shoes**: Predominantly white, with white laces  
  - *
- **Socks**: White with navy and sky blue stripes  
  - $7.00
- **Tracksuit jacket**: Zip front jacket with crest (size 4-16)  
  - $25.00
- **Tracksuit jacket**: Zip front jacket, with crest (size 14S Adult)  
  - $30.00
- **Tracksuit pants**: Track pants (size 4-16)  
  - $27.00
- **Tracksuit pants**: Track pants (size 14S Adult)  
  - $30.00

**OTHER ITEMS**
- **Faction Shirt**: Red or Green (Blue faction wear the blue sport shirt)  
  - $10.00
- **Rimmed Hat**: (No hat no play) L, M, S, XS  
  - $10.00
- **Library Bag**: Waterproof Navy with school logo  
  - $10.00
- **Portfolio A4**:  
  - $11.00
- **Diary**: Year 3-6  
  - $10.50
- **Desk mats**: Years 3-6  
  - $5.00
- **Kindy Shirt**: Size 4, 6 and 8 (not compulsory)  
  - $18.00
- **Kindy Windcheater**: Size 4, 6 and 8 (not compulsory)  
  - $20.00

**SOCK SIZES**
- **Size 9-12 (5-7Yrs)**, **Size 13-3 (7-10Yrs)**, **Size 2-8 (10+Yrs)**, **Size 8-11 (Large fittings)**